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Defensive Team Play for Short Term Competitions

I Considerations:
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1) European attack based upon :4 & 1 philosophy
therefore defenders will hav,e to/match their
philosophy by having players~away or behind the
puck being active.

2) Competition in Europe is played on a large rink
200' X 100' - more space to defend.

3) Preparation time is often very short.

4) Tournament played generally means 5 - 7 games in 10
days therefore effort and energy expenditures have
to be considered.

5) Often at the Junior level it is the players first
real intensified exposure to International hockey.

6) Level of opponent ...eg. Soviets to Swiss

II Basic Systems

A. 2-1-2 - aggressive forecheck system
force turnovers deep in OFZ

quick pressure on puck or puck
carrier
split first 2 forecheckers/or
overload
split usually is better because of
extra width of rink and as well
if puck is trapped on oneside the
overload then occurs.

3rd forward

defensemen

generally is a "high" position
he "tracks" puck looking for early
reverse/blocks middle/backs up
defenseman should he pinch.

prepared to pinch on RIM pass around
boards/ careful on short side
reverse/pinch if you have support.
offside defensemen - breakout moving
toward partner's side drop off &
fold to middle.
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B. 1-2-2

NZ

DFZ

on regroup generally split 2-1-2
pressure D-D pass/don't allow D-D-D
play.
3rd forward generally works the
middle prepared to jump on outet
pass or back up defenseman.
must relate to your forechecking
system.
is your forechecking system based
upon 1st, 2nd, 3rd man system or
positional system ie. centre high,
wingers forecheck.
generally first forward back works 3
on 3 deep
2nd forward covers the slot.
3rd forward covers the puck side
point
defensemen - generally one in
corner/one in front of net

- rarely both behind
icing line at same time

aggressive neutral zone pressure.
turnovers occur higher in offense
zone or in neutral zone.
quick pressure on pc/first man may
have to "steer" the play if late
forward 2 and 3 "read pass" and
ready to jump on the first pass
made to forward (much like penalty
killing)
look for reverse/rotate to block
middle.
closest man jump on pc
forwards 2 and 3 takes lanes or take
opponent.
defensmen ready to stay up and hold
BL
if opponents shoot it in - hold
up/retrieve loose p7goalie ready to
help on shoot in.
generally still play a system based
upon first man work deep with
defenceman
2nd man slot coverage
3rd man point coverage
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III. TRADE-OFFS in PLAYING 2-1-2 or 1-2-2:

2-1-2
very agg. forecheck system and
Canadian player are used to this
philosophy - easy "sell"
energy requirement is often great
good on small rinks with less
space
good vs. poor puckhandling
defenseman
can be intimidating when
combined with completion of
checks.
turnover can lead to immediate
scoring chance
can lead to all three forwards
being caught in.

1-2-2

larger rink/more mobile defensemen
therefore the "payoff" may not
match effort expanded when
forechecking with 2 therefore
1-2-2 can be used effectively.
energy requirement is reduced
doesn't seem as aggressive when
you first utilize this system -
requires a "sell"
turnovers don't give up the
immediate scoring chance
generally never have all 3
forwards trapped.

IV. IDEAS TO CONSIDER
1) you don't have to play the same system all zones.

2) in some situations you may want to designate
certain roles within the system to specific
players.

3) in a short time span how much can a player be
expected to learn and be able to execute.
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V. TEACHING TIPS FOR EACH POSITION

A. Defensemen
1) your team ia losing possession of the puck

get your head on a swivel for opponents
staying in behind

- generally opposite forward to the
pucks ide will turn outside.

2) early on rush - pinch together to cut down
the seam between defensemen.

3) face-off dots have to be used to assist
alignment when retreating to play the Rush.

4) if an attacker delays - stop - close on
delay.

5) DFZ - when pursuing the puck carrier along
the boards expect a turnback.

B. Forwards
1) on forecheck - read the amount of pc as

this dictates how you will forecheck

2) when backchecking give the first wave of
the attack to the defencemen, only go deep
to make the rush even.

3) when backchecking and no-one is in your
lane turn and skate backwards to get
better view on the rush.

4) on offense, utilize the extra space by
skating aggressively off the puck yet keep
eye contact with the puck.

5) in OFZ - the slot is not circular but
rectangular in shape (rink is 15' wider)
therefore be willing to adjust your
positioning to get free.
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C. Goalies
1) challenge but respect pass as much as SHOT
2) head on swivel - be aware of backside
3) goalie can freeze the puck behind the icing

line4) when man-short you cannot challenge as much
as normal - stay back in net, and challenge
aggressively only as a last resort.

5) communicate with defencemen if you see an
opponent trying to "hide" behind the play
for a potential breakaway pass.
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